Hello ,
Did I hear you ask is January drawing to a close? Oh yes, it is. January was our month
of launching off. LR space was packed with the many inspirational vibes to set us on
our sure pathway to making a difference anywhere we find our selves for the rest of
2016 and beyond.
In January, we were challenged by the story of one of our emergent leaders of
tomorrow Hafeez Shaka, the determined young man with a dream, who believes he
must push every boundary to be the best he can be against all odds. Blessing Ugbo
let us have a glimpse into her life: telling us how, she set to work and 'multi-tasked like
an octopus' so she can today make a difference in the lives of many people. An action
that has enabled her to receive an international award as a most compassionate and
caring nurse in her hospital. Victor C. Ujor, an Assistant Professor of Bio-energy
enlightened us with one of his most profound life lessons "that a bend in the road is not
the end of the road". Furthermore, Barrister Daniel Ogbegie, a Lawyer keen on giving
back to his community gave us the recipe of how we should all strive to maintain a high
level of discipline and focus to provide leadership and steer our different ships that life
has made each of us, captain of.
As February, floats in, rest assured the LR team will not let the 'ship go off course' a
thousand and one reasons to succeed and tips on how others have done it will abound
here. Stay in our blog-sphere and you will find out if " the sky really is the limit for
man's achievements". Secondly, is success all about careers? What can portray
success in other aspects of our life? We are going across to Eastern Africa to find out
what ticks the boxes of some of their internationally achieving individuals. We are not
stopping at that. Keep an eye on our inspiring event space to see what went on at a
conference on how to be a Millionaire's Conference, held in London recently.
This second month of the year should be one where your vision for the rest of the year
becomes better crystallized. It is true some evidence exists that it is the time when
many persons get depressed having lost the oomph to go on with their January
resolutions. However, the LR team maintains that it is not unacceptable to lose steam
or zeal sometimes. What is not allowed is to lose one's zeal and then, chose not to find
it. It is our choice to make: to get going and give our lives the best shot we can. It is our
choice to also give others a hand and positively better mankind in our own individual
ways. Hence, this February, we at the LR team will leave you with one of the most
inspiring quotes of all time that sums up the fact it is important to keep at it and not
loose focus or determination when the resolve to maintain our January resolutions are
dwindling. Rather, we should strive to keep our balance and keep moving..............................
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